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engage Scotland – Go & See funding report

Initial aims for the trip on our Application Form listed the following:

• What art is out there to serve the needs of people in healthcare in small, rural communities 
around Scotland?

• What works effectively amongst these services and what can Art in Healthcare learn from this?

• What can AiH offer to these organisations as a means of sharing the successes of their 
services as an arts and health organisation?

• The trip will also be exploring the possibility of developing links with some of the 
organisations visited albeit as a means of working together on future outreach 
programmes or even linking up through social media

Outline of trip:

• Visited a wide range of services that run different arts outreach programmes from 
Hospitals and Drop-in/Community Centres to Museums and Galleries, meeting key  
people involved from Artists and an Art Therapist to Project Coordinators, Arts Officers 
and a Trustee

• Also included a couple of follow-up visits to relevant individuals/organisations

• Without exception every person was responsive to learn from them and to hear about  
AiH and, interestingly, no one had previously heard of AiH nor the range of services  
they provide

• Trip was welcomed by people appreciating that AiH were taking the time to, quite literally, 
‘go and see’ further afield

How the trip supports the development of AiH’s equality and diversity policy:

• By becoming aware of the variety and depth of arts outreach programmes all around 
Scotland, particularly in some of the more remote and rural areas that operate very 
different to the urban environment of Edinburgh, AiH intends to shape and develop their 
outreach programme in a way that can include as many different groups and individuals in 
their work as possible (where relevant)

Impact of trip on AiH’s equality and diversity policy:

• With the insight gained into many of the key outreach projects already taking place around 
Scotland AiH now has a much clearer picture of what works and can formulate ideas for 
what they can offer as an arts organisation based in Edinburgh, for example, to small 
communities on the remote coasts and Islands of Scotland 
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• AiH can now focus on how to fit in with the bigger, national framework of arts outreach 
around Scotland, above and beyond the near vicinity of the central belt, in other words 
thinking about their role in the national context of arts and health

Sharing of learning:

• Awareness spread during trip of who AiH are and what they do amongst a wide range of 
key figures involved in arts and health around Scotland (0% of people had heard about AiH 
before); people even began approaching Amelia themselves about meeting up once they 
had heard she was making the trip

• Daily Facebook posts during trip which resulted in increased number of Facebook ‘likers’ 
(approx 25, total listed at 1,384 on 19.08.13) and ‘interactors’; 16th June 2013 (week one of 
two on main trip) is described on Facebook page as the week when ‘most people talking 
about AiH page’ since the page was setup in early 2012

• Entry written for AiH’s online blog describing the trip at: www.artinhealthcare.blogspot.
co.uk (scroll down to Amelia’s ‘Go & See’ Outreach Trip Around the Highlands & Islands) 
– link then posted on Facebook and emailed to everyone with whom Amelia met along 
with people that helped to provide useful contacts in advance; summary of trip also 
included in our quarterly newsletter to over 650 people around Scotland

• Future sharing will involve the following-up of new contacts suggested while on the trip and 
reference to success of the research for continued discussion

Unexpected outcomes:

• 100% positive response, ie people both welcoming and open to hearing about AiH and 
their vision, and more often than not expressing an interest for joint project-working in the 
future

• Map developed of ‘picture’ of key arts organisations involved with outreach work around 
much of the Highlands & Islands of Scotland, along with relevant contacts for future 
partnerships 

• Energy felt both for Outreach Manager doing trip and for colleagues on return of trip to 
inject renewed enthusiasm and ideas into the current development of AiH’s outreach 
programme
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